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1. Introduction

The National Radiation Laboratory (NRL), serving under the Ministry of Health, provides

radiation protection services to the whole of New Zealand. Consequently it performs many functions

that are otherwise spread amongst several organisations in larger countries. It is the national

regulatory body for radiation protection. It writes and enforces codes of safe practice, and conducts

safety inspections of all workplaces using radiation. It provides a personal monitoring service for

radiation workers. It also maintains the national primary standards for x-ray exposure and Co air

kerma. These standards arc transferred to hospitals through a calibration service. The purpose of this

report is to outline the primary standards facilities at NRL. and to discuss the calibration of

dosemetcrs using these facilities.

2. X-ray standards

A single Pantak x-ray generator drives two exposure ranges covering beams from 10 to 300 kV.

The tube voltage has been calibrated using spectroscopy. The plant is controlled by a computer which

constantly monitors and adjusts the tube current and voltage to maintain a stable output. The

computer also performs quality control sequences and complete instrument calibration sequences.

The two free air ionisation standard chambers are of conventional design [1]. The correction

factors for the standard beams have been derived from measurements, analytic calculations and the

literature [2-4]. They will shortly be re-cvaluated using Monte Carlo simulation and measured

spectra.

The medium energy range consists of a Comet metal-ceramic medium energy tube. The thin

window of the tube (5 mm beryllium equivalent) allows a range of beams from 15 to 300 kV. The

instrument holder is mounted on two orthogonal sets of rails. One rail allows a choice of source to

detector distance between 50 and 600 cm. The other rail allows horizontal motion perpendicular to

the beam, enabling the exposure of up to three different devices, including the low or medium energy

chamber.

The low energy range has been specially designed to provide the short source to detector distance

and high dose rate usually measured with small volume low energy x-ray chambers. The tube is made
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by AEG-Telefunken, with inherent filtration of 1 mm beryllium equivalent, and produces x-rays from

10 to 160 kV. The shutter, filters, monitor chamber and collimators are of very compact design and

allow a minimum range of 20 cm. •

A standard set of beams (combinations of kilovoltage and filtration) has been chosen to match the

kilovoltage of any therapy beam in New Zealand and to allow matching of the HVL by interpolation.

However NRL currently relies on hospital estimates of HVL. Often the hospital will use a graphite

cavity chamber for this purpose, giving a discrepancy of up to 25% in the HVL for particularly soft

beams.

The overall uncertainty of a dosemeter calibration directly against the x-ray standard is estimated

to be 0.3%.

3. Co standards

The Co standard is maintained with two graphite cavity chambers, one cylindrical with hemi-

spherical ends and a cavity volume of 6.5 cm , the other spherical with a volume of 10 cm . The

response of the chamber is converted to give £ a i r , the air kerma free in air, as required by the IAEA

high energy protocol [5]. The wall correction factors for this were first calculated using analytical

methods [6] and more recently using a Monte Carlo simulation [7]. This work is currently being

repeated using the codes EGS4 and ITS.

The overall uncertainty of a dosemeter calibration directly against the Co standard is estimated

to be 0.7%. This mainly arises from uncertainty in: stopping power ratio; mass energy absorption

ratio; determination of cavity volume.

4. NRL-ARL intercomparison

In 1989 an intercomparison was carried out between the primary standards for Co and four

medium energy x-ray beams at NRL and the Australian Radiation Laboratory. An NRL

NE2560/2561 dosemeter was calibrated at both centres and the result corrected according to the

response measured using a Sr check source. Over the five beams the agreement was within 0.4%.

5. Calibration of hospital doscmetcrs

Twice a year the NRL secondary standard dosemeters (Keithley 35617EBS electrometer; NE2571

0.6 cm chamber; PTW M23342 thin window chamber) are calibrated in each appropriate standard

beams. A change of more than 0.3% would be taken as an instrument instability, and this would be

investigated. A similar situation occurs for the Co beam.
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The NRL secondary standard is taken to each of the six radiation therapy centres once a year to

calibrate the dosemeters. Each centre has a dosemeter that serves as the local standard, but it is

normal to calibrate each instrument that is regularly used for absolute dose measurements as well.

For high energy dosimetry the standard for Afair is transferred to the hospital chamber by

simultaneous comparison at 5 cm depth in a perspex (PMMA) phantom, in a Co or 4 or 6 MV

photon beam. (The first is preferred but several hospitals have replaced their cobalt machines with 4

or 6 MV linear accelerators.) When the wall material of the hospital chamber differs from that of the

secondary standard, this is corrected for, using the formalism of the IAEA protocol.

For kilovoltage x-rays, the NRL secondary standard and the hospital dosemeter are compared in

each of the hospital beams. A large applicator is used to help give a uniform field and minimise the

scatter. The 0.6 cm chambers are exposed simultaneously in air which adds no mere than 0.1% to

the overall calibration uncertainty. The thin window chambers are exposed individually in air, which

may add as much as 0.5% to the overall calibration uncertainty if the beam output is drifting.

The exposure calibration factor for the NRL secondary standard, at the exact quality of the

hospital beam (kilovoltage and HVL), is obtained by interpolation of the factors from standard beams

at NRL of the same kilovoltage and at least three HVL points surrounding the hospital HVL.

6. Personal monitoring service

Personal monitoring in New Zealand is performed with film dosemeters. Two types of holder are

currently in use. The first contains plastic, aluminium and copper filters and is suitable for low to

medium energy photons. The other, an NRPB design, contains plastic, dural (aluminium alloy) and

tin/lead filters, and is suitable for electrons and high energy photons. The film is type 2, and is

manufactured by Eastman-Kodak.

The film dosemeters were originally used to measure absorbed dose in air. On 1 March 1994,

this was changed to H?(d), the personal dose equivalent at depth d introduced by the 1CRU [8].

While the ICRU proposes that the quantity be measured at d = 0.07, 3 and 10 mm, only d = 10 mm is

implemented at NRL. This is because the limit most likely to be exceeded in New Zealand is that for

effective dose, and tfp(10) is the best estimator of this. The next most likely limit to be exceeded is

that for eye dose, as estimated by HpO), but this differs little from H (10) in practice. Workers are

therefore advised to wear film doscmeters on their trunk, or on the collar if protective aprons are

worn.

Quality control of film processing is performed as follows. Every six months, when a stock of

films is delivered, films are placed under a tin/lead filter and exposed to a Co beam for various

times. The resulting relation between film density and Co dose allows the estimation of D3 , the

apparent dose of a film, defined as the dose required in the above configuration to produce equivalent
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darkening. At the same time, several control films are exposed in an x-ray beam, for a variety of

exposures. A set of control films (one from each exposure) is processed at once, and results are

compared with the density versus apparent dose relation. Each time a batch of used films is

processed, another set of control films is processed, and the results are compared with the initial set.

The curve of density versus apparent dose is corrected accordingly.

Type testing of film dosemeters was performed as follows. Film dosemeters were placed on the

front face of a PMMA half-cube phantom at a distance of 2 m from the medium energy x-ray source.

The front face of the phantom was angled at 30° with respect to the beam, since this is a realistic

average orientation when being worn by a radiation worker [R]. The films were exposed to beams in

the ISO narrow series, and the corresponding Ki]r was determined using the medium energy free air

chamber. The relative response D I Kiir was determined for each section of the film, as a function

of energy. With this information initially collected, it is possible to estimate H (10) from a used film

dosemeter. By taking ratios of apparent dose from the used film, a characteristic energy may be

estimated. Then from the apparent dose in a given section, the air kerma free in air may be estimated.

The conversion to dose equivalent is then performed according to the literature [10,11].

The uncertainty in the estimation of personal dose equivalent is estimated as 50%. This is

satisfactory, since the average annual dose received by radiation workers in New Zealand is 1-2 mSv.
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